the environment under such growth conditions. Under suboptimal conditions they divide at a much slower rate and behave very differently.1-3 Often, they may secrete, and then reside in, a complex highly ordered extracellular polymer matrix: a biofilm. 4 The bacteria within this biofilm are relatively sequestered from antibiotics and the host's immune system and therefore may cause chronic infections. Biofilms have clinical relevance in all fields of medicine, especially with biomaterials such as prosthetic hip replacements, heart valves, intraocular lenses and contact lenses. Novel ther apeutic strategies will be required to treat or prevent clinical infections due to biofilms.
Pathogenic Mechanisms of Bacterial Disease
Bacteria may interact with a host and cause disease by a variety of complex mechanisms. This may occur by the release of endotoxin and by the deleterious effects of the host response. These effects may be the result of bacterial multiplication in the tissues or on its surface. In order to colonise the host, the bacteria must first adhere to its surface and this requires a mechanism to maintain that bond. s A biofilm is one type of surface colonisation.
Bacterial Adherence and Colonisation
The first step towards adherence is that bacteria come sufficiently close to a surface, by either fluid or airborne mechanisms. Attraction or repulsion of the bacteria occurs due to the sum of the Van der Waals forces and electrostatic forces. This is a function of the distance from the surface, the size of the bacteria and the surface hydrophobicity. These interactions of total Gibbs energies are described by the Derja showing organisms adherent to the posterior surface of a worn hydrogel contact lens, from a subject with culture-proven keratitis. Pseudomonas aeruginosa was recovered on culture from both the lens and cornea. TEM using ruthenium red stain demonstrates intact bacterial cell walls and intercellular components with extracellular polysaccharide-rich material between the lens and organ isms. 
Future Interventions
Ophthalmologists are using an increasing number of Key words: Biofilm. Contact lens, Endophthalmitis. Glycocalyx, Ruthenium red.
